53 Math Flash Cards
Grades 5-2012

Based on assessable standards 2012
These flash cards were designed with several purposes in mind:
 Provide a quick review of key mathematical topics in a fun, fast, frequent,
spaced and mixed manner.
 Help students become familiar with the kinds of graphics/pictures,
questions, and vocabulary that they see frequently and need to know in
math.
 Help students prepare for both lower level (recall) and higher level
questions (compare, analyze, apply, generalize) by practicing these questions
sequentially.
 Allow students to emphasize on process over computing so they can practice
many kinds of questions in the form: explain how you would find…
 Build reading skills by asking students to slow down and preview a question
before starting, asking: “What do I know here?”. Next, they find key
information in the graphs, titles, and sentences which set the context of the
problem.
 Help students to show work by modeling a condensed but clear explanation.
 Allow students to practice skills and recall key concepts independently or
with a partner, a teacher, tutor, aid or parent.
 Make students aware of mistakes to avoid and look for common errors.
 Help teachers to assign a quick homework: “study these 3 flash cards,” and
offer a quick assessment: “fill in these 4 sections from the flash cards.”
 Challenge each student at their level by giving opportunities to create their
own problems or try problems from another grade level.
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Using the Flash Cards
1. Have students quiz each other. One student simply folds back the question/answer
section and looks at the picture while the other student quizzes him/her. Model this for
students. When finished, switch places and repeat. Students should get really fast!
2. Have an teacher’s aid, classroom assistant, or student teacher work with students in
small group sessions or one on one. Some classroom helpers feel less secure with math
and often need the support of the answers and this sheet provides them.
3. Teacher puts a graphic up on the screen and “peppers” the students with questions
from the cards (see Teach Like a Champion for more information on Pepper). You can
differentiate as you see fit.
4. Teacher can call individual students to his or her desk to check for understanding of a
card.
5. Have students practice with them at home by themselves (by covering one side) or with
parents, older siblings, grandparents etc.
6. After encouraging students to “study/review” their cards, clear off the answer side and
give it as a quiz. You may eliminate some of the questions to make more room for
answers. And you can change the questions slightly to avoid a simple “regurgitation” of a
memorized answer.
7. Provide the graphic and have students make up questions and answers for each picture.
A teacher from Amesbury, Massachusetts writes:
The flashcards are going very well. I give them flash card each night for homework and tell them
that they have to “own it” for baby quiz the following day. It is good because it’s not too big of an
assignment. I see kids quizzing each other, and it really helps to reinforce important facts. For the
quick quiz, I don’t make them regurgitate it; I ask them to do something that parallels the
flashcard.
Remember the cards are a flexible tool and you can adjust them as needed. They are not
meant to discourage students from writing down or showing their work; rather they are a
quick way to verbally review lots of content easily and painlessly.
© 2011 Bill Atwood 617-686-2330
thebillatwood@gmail.com
Lemov, Doug (2010)Teach Like a Champion. San Francisco, Jossey-Bass Teacher
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102=10 x 10 = 100
103=10 x 10 x 10 =1,000
104=
Questions

Answers

These are called powers of ten.
What is the 2 called?
What is the 10 called?

The small number is called the
exponent. The bottom number
is called the base.

2. What does the exponent tell
you to do?

Multiply base by itself as many
times as the exponent says

3. Based on the pattern, 104=

10 x 10 x10 x10 = 10,000
ten thousand
100,000 = one hundred
thousand
1,000,000 = one million

4. 105 =
106 =
5. Write 100 as a power of ten

102

6. What is 100,000 as a power of 105
ten?
7. What power of ten is
10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10

105 (100,000 or
hundred thousand)
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Questions
1. What number is this?
2. What are 4 questions will likely be
asked.
3. What digit is in the hundreds
place?
What digit is in the hundredths
place?
5. What value does the 2 have?
4. Round this number to the nearest
thousand.
6. If this number were increased by 4
ten thousands, what would the new
number be?
7. If the 6 changed places with the 1
how would the value of the number
change?
8. How would you quickly and easily
multiply this number by 10 or 100?
9. Which is larger 0.54 or 0.6? Why?

10. Name something that costs this
much.

Answers
104 thousand, 629 and 4 hundredths
Round it the ______ place or nearest __
What digit is in the ________ place
Multiply or divide it by 10/100/1000
Expand it
6 is in the hundreds
4 is in the hundredths
2 has the value of 2 tens or 20
105,000
144,629.04
It would become 604,129.04
Value would go up about 500,000
Move the decimal to the right 1 or
2 places
x 10 = 1,046,290.4
x 100 = 10,462,904
0.6 is larger because it has 6 tenths
and .54 only has 5 tenths.
0.6 = 0.60
0.54 < 0.60
A small home or condominium
A very very expensive car/truck
College tuition at state school
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Questions
What is this question showing?

Answers
How to expand a number with
decimals. (expanded form)
2. What number is being expanded? 2.701
3. What is tricky about this question? There are no hundredths so put a
zero in for hundredths
4. What digit is in the tenths place?
7 is in the tenths place.
5. The number is 2.705, round this to Rounds to 3 whole.
nearest whole number. Round to
10ths?
2.7
6. Expand this number: 2.75
7. What is the point of expanding
numbers?

(2 x 1) + (7 x .1) + (5 x .01)
Shows the value of each place.
Shows you understand place value.

8. What number is this?
(3 x 1) + (4 x .001)

3.004

9. What places were held by zeroes?

The tenths and hundredths

10. In the number 3.142, what digit
is in the hundredths place? Why?

The 4 is in the hundredths place
Tenths then hundredths…
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1. Who and what is this about?

Jordan and a machine part that is
thirty-two thousandths of an inch
thick.

2. What is tricky about this question? It’s hard to write 32 thousandths
as a decimal because there are no
tenths.
3. How do you write 32 hundredths? 0.32
4. How do you write 32
thousandths? How is it different
from 32 hundredths?
5. In the decimal 0.032, what digit is:
In the tenths place?
Hundredths place?
Thousandths place?
6. What is greater thirty-two
thousands or 4 tenths?
7. Can you expand the number
above, 0.032?

0.032
You have to add a zero so that the
2 will come out in the thousandths
place.
0 is in the tenths
3 is in the hundredths
2 is in the thousandths place
4 tenths.
4 tenths = 0.4 = 0.40 = 0.400
0.400 > 0.032
0.032 = 0.0 + 0.03 + 0.002
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1. Who and what is this about?

The 20 students in Petra’s class and
the 5 teams

2. What is this going to be about?

Comparing fractions or finding
fractional parts of 20
20 or 100

3. What is a common denominator
for these fractions?
4. Convert each fraction to 20ths or
100ths.

5. If the class has 20 students,
How many are on red?
Yellow?
Blue?
6. How many more students on
yellow than blue?

1/5 = 4/20
3/10 = 6/20
¼ = 5/20
3/20 =3/20
1/10 = 2/ 20
1/5 of 20 = 4
¼ of 20 = 5
1/10 of 20 is 2

1/5 = 20/100
3/10 = 30/100
¼ = 25/100
3/20 = 15/100
1/10 = 10/100

Yellow ¼ of 20 = 5
Blue 1/10 of 20 = 2
5-2 = 3
3 more students on yellow than
blue
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What is a good estimate for the sum?
Explain

3 and ¾ rounds to 4
4 + 1 and ½ = 5 and 1/2

What is a common denominator for
¾ and ½?

Change ½ into 2/4

Could you solve this by moving along
a number line?
Could you solve this by thinking of
money?
Could you solve this by changing to
decimals?

3

¼

½ ¾ 4 ¼ ½ ¾ 5 ¼

3 dollars and 3 quarters plus 1
dollar and 2 quarters = 5 dollars
and 1 quarter = 5 ¼

3.75 + 1.50 = 5. 25 = 5 ¼
How would you find the difference
between these two fractions?

3¾- 1½=2¼
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Questions
1. Who and what is this problem
about?
2. What kinds of questions will likely
be asked here?
3. How many tiles total? How did
you count?
4. What fraction are gray? How do
you find the %?

Answers
Shing and his grey and white tile
design.
Fraction, percent, and area
problems
25 tiles. Look for rectangles
You could do (3 x 6) + 7
You could do (3 x 5) + 6 + 4…
15/25 = simplify (÷5)
3/5 = 60/100 = 60%
Or find an equivalent fraction out of
100
15/25 = 60/100 = 60%
40% are white tiles

5. If 60% are gray, what % are white
tiles?
6. If the area of this shape is 25 tiles
Yes, a 5 x 5 square
could it be made into a square? What Perimeter = 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 = 20 units
would the perimeter be?
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Questions

Answers

1. Who and what is this problem about?

Marcus and the pudding box recipe.

3. How much does Marcus want to make?

16 servings of pudding

4. What is this problem likely to ask and
what will you need to do?

How much pudding mix or milk to use
for 16 servings or 20 servings…
How many servings can he make with 2
cups of mix.

5. What pattern do you see in the chart?

As servings go up by 2, mix goes up by
¼ and milk goes up by 1 cup.

6. How much pudding mix for 8 servings?
What are 2 ways you could find the
answer?

6 servings needs ¾ cup so
8 servings needs 1 cup of mix because
you add ¼ of a cup for each 2 servings
You could also use a proportion
4 servings needs ½ cup mix
8 servings needs 1 cup mix
2 servings needs ¼ cup
1 serving needs 1/8 cup (divide by 2)

7. How much pudding mix for 1 serving?
8. How many servings can be made with 3
cups of mix. Assume you have plenty of
milk. (Can you think of 2 ways to solve?)

1/8 cup makes 1 serving
how many 1/8 are in 3 cups?
3 cups ÷ 1/8 = 24 servings
Or ¼ cup makes 2 servings
How many ¼ in 3 cups = 12
12 x 2 = 24 servings
1 cup makes 8 servings. 3 cups = 24 S
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1. What is this table about?
2. What are they likely to ask here?

3. What is a common mistake when
comparing decimals?
4. What’s a method for comparing
decimals that makes it easy?

5. In the decimal 0.032, what digit is:
In the Tenths place?
Hundredths place?
Thousandths place?
6. What is greater thirty-two
thousands or 4 tenths?
7. Can you expand the number
above, 0.032?

Distances 4 balls rolled off a ramp
Put them in order
Find difference between longest
and shortest
Find mean, median, range
Estimate with decimals
Thinking something is bigger because
it looks bigger:
10.15 is more than 10.2 WRONG!
Make them all have same
denominator by adding zeroes to
end… or
Focus on tenths then hundredths
then thousandths...
0 is in the tenths
3 is in the hundredths
2 is in the thousandths place
4 tenths.
4 tenths = 0.4 = 0.40 = 0.400
0.400 > 0.032
0.032 = 0.0 + 0.03 + 0.002
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Who and what is this problem about? Jack and his toy cars
What do you know? What are the
details?

18 toy cars. Each weigh 4.2 ounces.

How would you estimate your
answer to this question?

18 ≈ 20
4.2 ≈ 4
20 x 4 = 80 ounces

Fred has toy cars also. He has 38
cars. They weigh 6.7 ounces each.
Estimate the total weight.

40 x 7 = 280

Sally as 51 toy cars. The total weight 205 ≈ 200
is 205 ounces. Estimate how much
51 ≈ 50
each weighs (assume each weighs the 200 ÷ 50 = 4 ounces each
same amount)
Cindy doesn’t know how many toy
cars she has. She weighed them and
got 78 ounces. Assuming they weigh
the same as Jack’s, about how many
cars does she have?

78 ≈ 80
4.2≈ 4
80÷ 4 = 20 cars
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What should you do first to
simplify this expression?

Do the parenthesis first.

Simplify the expression
8 x (7 – 2)

8 x 5 = 40

Write an expression that = 40
8 x ( ____ +______ )

8 x (4 + 1) or 8 x (3 + 2)

You want to multiply 8 x 23

Yes, this is the distributive
property for multiplication.

So you change it to 8 x (20 + 3)
Then you multiply (8 x 20) + (8 x
8 x 23 = 184
3)
Will this work? Why?
Solve 4 x (40 + 2) using the
distributive property.

4 x 42= 4 x (40 + 2)
(4 x 40) + (4 x 2)
160 + 8 = 168
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What are the details of this problem?
What do you know?

15 boxes weigh 2250 pounds
each box weighs the same

What is the question asking?

Find weight of 1 box

What operation is required?
What is a number sentence for this?

Division
2250 ÷ 15 = n

Is the answer between 10 and 20
pounds or 100 and 200 pounds?

100 and 200 pounds

If one box weighs 170 pounds, how
much would 10 boxes weigh?

1700 pounds

How many pounds in a ton?
How many ounces in a pound

2000 pounds
16 ounces in a pound
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Questions
1. What are the whole numbers
shown on the number line?
2. Which points are between 1 and
2?
3. Which point appears to be located
at 1 and 3/8? Explain.
4. If Point K is at 1 and 3/8, then
where is Point L?
5. Approximately (use fractions)
where is Point M? Point J?

Answers
0, 1, 2, 3, 4
Point K and Point L
Point K because 1 and 3/8 is less
than one and a half. Point K looks to
be a little less than half-way between
1 and 2.
It must be a little more than half-way.
Point L might be around 1 and 5/8
or 1 and 6/8
Point M is at 3 and 3/8. Or maybe 1
1/3. A little less than 3 and a half.
Point J is at 3/8 or 1/3
Point L

6. What point is located at or near
1.7?
7. If you were to round Point M to the Point M would round to 3.
nearest whole number, where would
it be nearest?
8. Which point is located near 10/3? Point M. 10/3 = 3 and 1/3
Explain.
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Questions
What does this show? What question
is asked in your own words?
What intervals are marked off on this
number line? How can you tell?
How would you find the distance
between point A and Point B? What
is the distance?
Which hundred is A nearest to?
If you were at Point A and walked
5/7 of the distance to Point B, what
number would you be on?
How would you find the midpoint
between Point A and Point B?
Can you estimate the midpoint?

Answers
It shows a number line between 200
and 500. About how far is A from B?
It goes by 25’s. You can tell by
counting the spaces (4) and dividing
that into 100. 100/4 = 25
Subtract 450 (point B) from 275
(point A) 450- 275 = 175
You could also count over by 25’s
from A until B: 25, 50, 75, 100…
300
400
Since there are 7 spaces between A
and B, count over by 1/7, 2/7, 3/7….
5/7 = 400
Find the distance between A and B.
Take half of it
Add that amount to Point A.
Distance between A and B = 175
Half of 175 = 87.5
275 + 87.5 = 362.5
Estimate: Between 350-375
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Questions
1. Who and what is the graph about?

Answers
Birds in Jack’s Yard. He’s counting
cardinals and sparrows.
2. What does the scale go up by?
It goes up by 2’s.
3. What is the difference in the
Difference = cardinals – sparrows
number of cardinals and the number Diff = 14 – 10
of sparrows?
Diff = 4 birds
4. What is the total number of birds Total = cardinals + sparrows
Jack observed?
Total = 14 + 10
Total = 24 birds
5. What fraction of the birds were
Fraction = sparrows/total
sparrows?
Fraction = 10/24
Fraction = 5/12
6. What fraction were cardinals?
Fraction = cardinals/total
Fraction = 14/24
Fraction = 7/12
7 . Six more birds arrived. Now 50% 6 birds arrived
of the birds are sparrows. How many Total = 30 birds
of the 6 birds were sparrows?
15/30 = 50%
10 sparrows + 5 new ones = 15
5 sparrows arrived
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Questions
1. What is this problem about?

Answers
Ratio of teachers to students

2. What are different ways to write a Use a : (colon)
ratio?
Use a fraction
Use words
3. What is the ratio of teachers to
students?

Teachers to students
11 teachers : 132 students
11:132

4. Can this ratio be simplified? How
would you do it?

5. What is the ratio of students to
teachers? Can you simplify?

11:132
11/132
(divide both by common factor of 11)
1/12
1 teacher for every 12 students
132: 11
12:1

6. If everyone at the school is either a
student or a teacher then,
What is the ratio of teachers to
people in the school.

Teachers : total people in school
Teachers: teachers + students
11: 143
11 teachers to 143 people

7. What is a common mistake
students make when writing or
working with ratios?

They mix up the order of items.
They aren’t careful to know what is
being compared.
They forget to simplify.
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Questions
Answers
Who and what is this question about? The fifth grade marching band.
There are 28 boys in band
7/10 of the band are boys
2. What do you think this problem
will likely ask?

What fraction are girls?
How many girls are in the band?
How many in the band in all?

4. How many tenths makes a whole?

10 tenths makes a whole

5. If 7/10 are boys, what fraction are 7/10 +  = 10/10
girls?
 = 3/10
3/10 are girls
3. What is a good strategy to find out Draw a bar that shows whole band
how many are in the band all
Divide bar into 10 tenths
together?
Show 28 represents 7/10.
28 is 7/10 so 1/10 = 
Figure out 1/10 = 4 students (28÷7)
Once you know 1/10 = 4 then
10/10 = 40 students in whole band
4. What % are boys? What % girls?

7/10 boys = 70/100 = 70% boys
3/10 girls = 30/100 = 30% girls
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Questions
1. Who and what is this problem
about? How many fish in tank?
2. What is the problem asking?
3. What is percent?
4. How do you find the percent of
guppies? Is there another way?

Answers
Judith and her guppies (fish)
8 fish total
What percent are guppies
Percent is a ratio/fraction out of 100
6 guppies/8 fish
6/8 = ¾
¾ = 75/100 = 75% 0r
What percent are guppies?
6 ÷8 = .75 = 75%
5. What percent are not guppies?
75% are guppies
25% are not guppies
6. 12 more fish were added to the
8 fish in tank. 12 fish added.
tank. None were guppies. How
8 + 12 = 20 total fish
would you find the percent of the fish 6 guppies/20 fish
are guppies now? Can you do it?
6/20 = 3/10 = 30% are guppies
7. In a tank of 20 fish, 25% were
25 % of 20 fish were goldfish
goldfish. How many were goldfish?
¼ of 20 fish = 5 goldfish
8 Find percents for the fourths
¼ = 25%; 2/4 = 50%
family: ¼, 2/4, ¾
¾= 75%; 4/4 = 100%
9. Can you do the fifth family?
1/5 = 20%, 2/5 = 40%, 3/5 = 60%
4/5=80% 5/5 = 100%
10. Third family: 1/3; 2/3; 3/3
1/3 = 33.3%; 2/3 = 66.6% 3/3 = 100
th
11. Can you do the 8 family?
1/8 = 12.5% 2/8 = 25%
3/8 = 37.5% 4/8 = 50%
5/8 = 62.5% 6/8 = 75%
7/8 = 87.5% 8/8 = 100%
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Questions
1. What is this problem about?

Answers
Balancing cubes and spheres
Relationships and variables
Balancing and writing equations
Making substitutions

2. What kinds of questions will likely
be asked here?

How many cubes = spheres
How many spheres = cylinders
If cube weighs 2 lbs find…
3c + 4 s = 2 c + 7s

3. Write and equation to show how
things are balanced (use S for sphere
and C for cube)
4. Can you simplify this equation or
this scale by taking off cubes or
spheres from both sides?

Take off 4 spheres from each side
3 cubes = 2 cubes + 3 spheres
You could take off 2 cubes from
both sides also to get this:
1 cube = 3 spheres
5. If 1 cube = 3 spheres
1 cube = 3 spheres
Then 5 cubes = how many spheres? 5 cubes = 15 spheres
6. How many ounces in a pound?
16 ounces in a pound
How many pounds in a ton?
2000 pounds in a ton
6. If a cube weighs 4 ounces and the 4 ounces x 3 cubes = 12 ounces
total weight of the left side is 1
16 ounces = 12 ounces + 4 spheres
pound, how many ounces is a sphere? 4 spheres = 4 ounces
1 sphere = 1 ounce
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QUESTIONS*(g7)
1. Who and what is this problem
about?
2. What are 2-3 questions that will
likely be asked in a problem like this?
3. How many cylinders would balance
with 4 cubes. Explain.
4. Which weighs more, 1 cube or 1
cylinder? Explain
5 How many cylinders is 1 cube?
6. How many cubes = 30 cylinders?
7. Yoshi added 1 cylinder to each side,
would it still balance? Explain
8. Yoshi added 1 cylinder to the left
side and 1 cube to the right side.
Would it balance?
9. Together, the 2 cubes weigh 6
pounds. How many pounds does one
cylinder weigh? Explain.

ANSWERS
Yoshi is balancing cubes and cylinders
on a balance. It is an equation problem.
They will ask how many cubes would equal
6 cylinders.
How many cylinders = 8 blocks
If 1 cube weighs x amount then…
4 cubes = 6 cylinders. You double the
cubes, you must double the cylinders.
Cubes weigh more because it only takes
two of them to balance with 3 cylinders.
1 cube = 1.5 cylinders.
2 cubes = 3 cylinders
1 cube = 3/2
1 cube = 1.5 cylinders or (1 ½ cylinders)
3 cylinders = 2 cubes
30 cylinders=20 cubes (multiply by 10)
Yes, assuming the cylinders were the same
weight. If you add 1 to each side it would
still be in balance.
No, even though you added 1 to each,
cubes and cylinders don’t weigh the
same, and you can’t add different weights
or it will be unbalanced.
If 2 cubes = 6 lbs
Then 3 cylinders = 6 lbs
1 cylinder = 2 lbs
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Questions
Answers
1. Who /what is this problem about? Luigi and pattern he made with tiles
2. 3 questions likely to be asked?
How many tiles in figure 5 or 6?
17 tiles what figure # are you on?
Find pattern for # tiles for any figure.
How many tiles are added each time? Two tiles are added each time.
4. Find a pattern to connect the
figure to its tiles.
What will figure 5 look like? 6?

Figure 5 has 5 on bottom; 4 going up
Figure 6 has 6 on bottom; 5 going up

5. What is a rule for this pattern?

Add the figure number + one less
than the figure number: 5 + 4
Yes, this is another way of seeing the
rule. Picture figure 5 as 5 across and
5 up (double it). Then subtract the
corner piece so you don’t count it
twice.
Yes, imagine figure 4 as 3 across and
3 up. Add the 1 corner piece.

6. I made an in/out table to find
another rule. My rule: take the
figure number, double it, then
subtract 1. Does it work? Why?
7. Another student saw the rule as
subtract one and then double. Does
this work?
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Questions
1. What is this table showing?

Answers
Different amounts (pounds) of
fertilizer and how many square yards
it covers. (Fertilizer helps things
grow. Farmers use it on fields)
2. What kinds of questions will be
How many square yards for
asked?
different pounds: 20 lbs, 1lb, 36 lbs
What is a rule/expression for n
pounds?
How many pounds needed to cover
some number of square yards.
3. What is the pattern you can see as As pounds go up by 4, square yards
pounds (lbs) increase?
go up by 100. 1 pound = 25 yds
4. If 4 pounds covers 100 square
4 lbs/100 yds2 (÷4)
yards, 1 lb will cover how many yds? 1 lb = 25 yds 2
5. If this pattern continues, how
20 covers 500 yd2
many yards would 24 lbs cover?
24 covers 600 yd2
8. What is an expression that would
If n = pounds, then an expression for
show the yd2 covered for n pounds?
yards covered would be 25n
9. How would you find the number of Think 25 times ? = 800
pounds needed for 800 yds2?
Extend the pattern or use the
expression and solve for n.
800 = 25n 32 pounds
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Questions
What are these graphs showing?
2. How are they different? Same?
(Focus on the change in height)

3. Which graph shows a constant
rate of change?
4. On graph B, how high is the
balloon after 2.5 minutes?
How high on graph D
5. On graph B, how many minutes
have passed when the balloon is 45
meters up?
6. On graph B, how high is the
balloon after n minutes?

Answers
How a hot air balloon’s height
changes over time
Graph B goes up steadily 10 meters
per minute
.
Graph D goes up slowly then really
fast (10 meters in 4 minutes then 60
meters in 2 minutes).
They both are at 70 meters in 6
minutes. Same scales/ same titles.
Graph B. It’s going up the same (10
meters) every minute
25 meters on graph B
5 meters on Graph D
4.5 minutes
10n
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Questions

1. What does this line graph
show?
2. Describe how the ice
thickness changes
3. How thick is the ice on
January 1?
February 15?
4. What is the range of ice
thickness?
5. For about how many days is
the ice thickness greater than or
= to 2 inches?

Answers

Changes in lake ice thickness
from Dec. to May
It starts off at 0 and gets very
thick in the middle of February
(3.5 inches) and then gets thin
again in the middle of April.
January 1 ≈ 2 inches
February 14 ≈3.5 inches
Range = high – low
Range = 3.5 – 0
Range = 3.5
From Jan to April
31 + 28 + 31 ≈ 90 days
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Questions
1. What is this showing? What is it
asking?
2. How would you find the value of
x? What is the value of x?

3. What mistakes do students make
on these problems?
4. What is x called in this equation?

Answers
This is an equation. Find the value
of x that makes it true.
Subtract 2 from both sides
2x =8
divide by 2
x=4
Check it
You could also try guess and check.
They don’t check it.
They add 2 to both sides.
Don’t know to divide by 2 at the end.
Do steps out of order.
The variable

5. A student solved this equation and Plug 6 in for x and see if it is true.
got x = 6. How can you prove this is
wrong?
6. 5x + 1
Find the value of this expression if
x=4

5x+ 1 if x = 4
5(4) + 1
20 + 1 = 21
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Questions
1. Who and what is this problem
about?
2. What are the details of the sale?
3. What do you think this question
will ask?

Answers
The sale at Martin’s video.

$15 for every 3 DVDs
How much for 6 or 9 DVDs…
Spent $30, how many DVDs bought?
Cost of 1 DVD?
Make in/out table DVD / Cost
4. How much would it cost during
If 3 DVDs = $15 then…
this sale to purchase 6 DVDs?
6 DVDs = $30
9 DVDs?
9 DVDs = $45
5. At this rate, how much is 1 DVD?
3 DVDs= $15 (÷ 3)
1 DVD = $5
6. How would you solve this problem: 3 DVDs = _?___
If you had $90, how many DVDs
$15
$90
could you purchase with this sale?
or
Every $15 you get 3 DVDs, how many
$15 in $90? 6…. So 6•3 = 18 DVDS
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Questions
1. Who and what is this problem
about?
2. What kinds of questions would
likely be asked about this table?
3. As each input increases by 1 how
does the output change?
4. What will be the output for an
input of 8? 9? 10?
5. If this pattern continued, what
would the output be for an input of
0?
6. Can you think of an expression to
find any output? What if the input
were n?
7. If the output were 102 what would
the input be?

Answers
Bridget and her input-output table.
What will be the output for….?
If the output is ___ what is the input?
What is a rule or expression or an
input of n
As input increases by 1 output
increases by 2
Input 8 output is 18
Input 9 output is 20
Input 10 output is 22
For input of 0 output would be 2
(Subtract 2)
The rule is (input times 2) + 2
2n + 2
2n + 2 = 102
2n = 100
n = 50
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Who and what is this problem about? Molly and the figure she will draw on
grid paper.
How do you plot points like (1,2)?

Go over 1 and up 2

What are five key math words related
to this kind of problem?
What mistake do students make on
these problems? What suggestions
do you have?

Coordinate grid, ordered pairs,
coordinate points, plot, line segment
The don’t go over and up.
Remember: run over then jump up
X axis is bottom, Y is top:
x comes before y
(1,2) and (1,4)

When you draw a line segment, you
need two endpoints. What are the
end points for Step 1?
How is a ray different from a line
segment?

A ray has only 1 end-point.
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Questions

Answers

1. Who and what is this problem about?
2. What do you know so far?

Jillian drawing a rectangle on a grid.
3 vertices already placed on whole
number coordinates
3. What is the question asking?
Find the coordinates of point D to
complete the rectangle
4. What are the coordinates of B? What Coordinates of B (2,1)
letter is at (2,4)?
Point C is at (2,4)
4. What is a common mistake students
They forget how to plot coordinates
make on this problem?
and mix up the order
5. What is a suggestion for remembering Go over then up, X comes before y
the order?
Run over then climb the ladder
6. How do you find the area of this
Count the squares inside or
rectangle?
Count and label the dimensions
A = lw
A =4•3 = 12 square units
7. Find the perimeter.
Add lengths of all sides
P = 2l +2w
P = (2•4) + (2•3) = 8+6=14 units
8. What is the area of triangle ABC?
A = ½ bh
A = ½ (4•3) = 6 square units
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What kind of triangles can you see?
Which is equilateral? Why?
Scalene? Why?
Isosceles? Why?

Isosceles, equilateral, scalene
Right, acute, obtuse
A is equilateral. All sides =
C and D are scalene. No sides =
A, B isosceles at least 2 sides =

Which triangle appear to be acute?
Right?
Which has the largest perimeter?

A and B appear acute
C and D may be right triangles
C and D have the same perimeter
because the lengths of sides sum to
30

How do you find the area of a
triangle?
What’s is tricky about area of
triangles?

Base times height then divide by 2
Make sure you have the
perpendicular height and don’t
forget to divide by 2!
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Who and what is this problem about? Felipe and 4 three-dimensional
shapes he must sort.
What are 4-8 math words you should Faces, edges, vertices
know related to these shapes?
parallel
Base, prism, pyramid
Volume, area of the faces
Net, top view, side view, front view
How many faces does a cube have?
Cube has 6 faces
Which solid has the fewest faces?
The triangular pyramid = 4 faces
Which solid has the fewest edges?

The triangular pyramid = 6 edges

When he sorted them, Felipe put the
cube and the triangular prism into
the same group.
Why?

They are both prisms. They have
parallel bases.

How are the square pyramid and the
triangular pyramid different?

The square pyramid has a square
base and the triangular pyramid has
a triangular base.
Triangular pyramid less faces (1 less)
less edges (2 less); less vertices (1
less)

They are not pyramids.
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Who and what is this problem about? Miguel and the 3 dimensional shape
he constructed.
How many faces does Miguel have?

5 faces

What is the difference between a
prism and a pyramid?

prism has 2 parallel bases in the
shape of a polygon. The prism gets
it’s name from the polygon at the
base. Rectangular prism,
triangular prism, cube (square
prism)… hexagonal prism

In this problem, what shape are the
bases?
What kind of a prism must it be?
Where do you see triangular prisms

A pyramid has only one base and
comes to a point.
Triangles
Triangular prism
Those light prisms that make
rainbows, a hunk of cheese,
Toberlone Chocolate packages, ski
chalet?
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1. What are 4+ math words related to Symmetry, horizontal, polygon, 8
this figure?
sides, (octagon, corner, vertices,
perimeter, area, right angles, 2
rectangles…)
2. How many lines of symmetry does 1 horizontal line of symmetry. It can
this figure have? Explain.
be folded perfectly. It does not have
vertical or diagonal symmetry
because these lines would not be a
mirror image on both sides.
3. What would you need to add to
make this shape have vertical
symmetry?
4. What if you took off the left
rectangle that juts out. How many
lines of symmetry would it have?
6 Can you think of a capital letter
from the alphabet that has 2 lines or
more lines of symmetry?

You would need to add a small
rectangle to the middle right side.
It would have 2. Vertical and
horizontal.
H; I; O; X; (depending on how you
write them)
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Questions
1. How know this is a quadrilateral?

Answers
Quadrilaterals have 4 sides.

2. What are vertices? How many
vertices does this figure have?

Vertices are corners;
points where angles are formed
(rays meet at vertex/vertices)
It has 4 vertices.

3. What is an acute angle?
Which angles appear to be acute?

Acute angles measure less than 90°.
Angles H and G are acute.

4. How would you describe angle E
and F?

Angles E and F are obtuse, greater
than 90°.
6. What is the sum of the interior
The sum of the angles in a
angles E, F, H and G?
quadrilateral is 360°.
7. How many diagonals can be drawn You can draw two.
in this figure? Which points are
One from H to F and one from E to G.
connected?
8. What is a line of symmetry and
A line of symmetry is a line which
does this quadrilateral have a
divides the shape into 2 mirror
horizontal line of symmetry?
images. No, this figure does not
have a line of symmetry.
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What is this question asking?

How can you represent 62
inches.

How many inches in a foot?
How many feet in a yard?
How many inches in a yard?
I read a pizza hut menu once,
that said to remember feet in a
mile just remember
5 tomatoes = 5280.

12 inches in a foot
3 feet in a yard
36 inchers in a yard
5,280 feet in a mile

How many feet in a mile?
How many feet in 62 inches?
How would you do it?
Answer?

12 + 12 + 12… to get up to 62
or 62 ÷ 12
5 feet and 2 inches

Harry is 5 feet 6 inches tall. How
5 x 12 + 6
many inches is this? How do you
do it?
Draw a picture to show feet. Put
12 inches in each foot.
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Questions
1. Who and what is this problem
about?
2. What is this problem going to be
about?
3. What are the main metric units to
measure liquids? What does the
metric system go by?
4. How many milliliters in a liter?
5. What is a common object that
comes in 2 liter container?
6. What are the standard or
customary measures for liquid?
7. In metric or customary units,
about how much water a typical
pitcher like this would hold?
8. What are the main metric units for
length and weight called?
9. If you wanted to measure the
height of a pitcher, would you use
millimeters, centimeters, or meters?

Answers
Fredric and his water pitcher
Measuring liquids
liters. milliliters, kiloliters.
It goes by 10’s, 100’s, 1000’s.
1000 milliliters in a liter
Sodas: Coke and Pepsi come in 2 liter
containers.
Ounces, cups, pints, quarts, ½
gallons, gallons
customary: About quart or ½ gallon
metric: about 1 or 2 liters
Length : meters
Weight: grams
Centimeters would probably be best.
Millimeters too small, meters too big.
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Daryl drank 4 bottles of water one
day. Each bottle held 500 milliliters
of water.
What was the total number of liters
of water Daryl drank that day?
Questions

1. Who and what is the problem
about?
2. How many milliliters is in a
liter?
3. How many millimeters in a
meter?
4. How many milligrams in a
gram?
5. What is this measuring system
called and what are the units
based on?
6. In the problem above how
many milliliters does Daryl drink
in one day?
7. How many liters is 2000
milliliters?

Answers

Daryl drinking 4 bottles of water
each day.
Each bottles contains 500 ml.
1000 ml = 1 Liter
1000 mm = 1 meter
1000 mg = 1 gram
It’s called the metric system and
units are all based on ten.
4 bottles x 500 milliliters per
bottle =
2000 ml
1000 ml = 1 liter
2000 ml = 2 liters
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Questions
What is this page showing?
When do you need to convert?

Answers
Conversions
When measuring you need to have
all units be the same
How many yards is 9 feet?
3 ft = 1 yard
9 ft = 3 yards
How many minutes in 2 hours?
120 minutes (60•2)
3 hours?
180 minutes (60•3)
4 hours?
240 minutes (60•4)
n hours?
60•n minutes (60•n)
How many minutes in 120 seconds? 2 minutes 120 ÷60
180 seconds?
3 minutes 180 ÷60
240 seconds?
4 minutes 240 ÷60
N seconds?
n/60 minutes (n÷60)
What are some good strategies when 1. Use proportions
converting? How do you know when 2. Draw a picture(s)
you have to divide and when you
3. Write out what you know
have to multiply?
4. Test it out with a simpler problem
5. If going smaller multiply, if going
to a larger unit divide
6. Know how units are related!
7. Check it!
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The Wilson’s planted a
rectangular garden that was
10 feet wide and 40 feet long.
Who and what is this about?

What is likely to be asked?
What does area mean?
How do you find this area?

Wilsons and their rectangular
garden.
Its 10 feet by 40 feet
Area, perimeter
Space inside a figure
A= l x w
A = 10 x 40
A = 400 ft2

What is perimeter?
How do you find the perimeter
here? What is a common
mistake?
What are the dimensions of
another rectangle that would
have the same perimeter as this
one.

Distance around a figure.
10 + 40 + 10 + 40 = 100 feet
Students forget to add all sides!
l x w = 400
20 x 20 = 400
80 x 5 = 400
1 x 400 = 400
100 x 4 = 400
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Laila measured her pulse, in beats per
minute, 7 times during one day. Her
results are listed below.

52, 68, 98, 64, 75, 72
Questions
1. Who and what is the problem
about?
2. What is the range? How would you
find it?

3. What is the median and how do
you find it?

4. What is the mean? How do you
find it?

Answers
Laila and how she measures her
pulse 7 times in 1 day.
The difference between the highest
data point and the lowest. It shows
how spread out the data is.
Range = high – low
Find the highest number and subtract
the smallest 98- 52 = 46
The median is the mid-point of the
data. It’s the point where ½ the data
is above and ½ below.
Find it by putting data in order and
then counting over to middle.
Mean is the average. It is leveling
out data so high numbers balance out
the low numbers.
Think: Add all the data together and
then divide it back into even piles.
To find mean: add all data and
divide by number of data points.
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Questions

Answers

1. What are 5-10 math words associated
with this shape?

Acute, scalene, triangle, right angle, area,
perimeter, base, height (altitude),
dimensions, formula,
½ (base•height)
Sum of degrees = 180°
Centimeters, square centimeters
2. What kinds of questions would likely be Find the area
asked about this shape?
Find a rectangle with the same area as this
triangle
If given more information, find the areas of
mini triangles inside
What kind of triangle is this?
3. Where do you find the formula for the
Use the reference sheet
area of a triangle? What is the formula for Area of triangle = ½ bh
area?
4. How would you find the area of this
A = ½ bh
triangle?
A = ½ (21)(12)
A = ½ (12)(21)
A = 6(21)
A = 126 cm2
5. What are the dimensions of a rectangle A= lw
with an area of 126 cm2
Factors for 126 = (1, 2, 3, 7, 9, 14, 18, 42,
63, 126)
Possible dimension:
(1x126; 2x63; 3x42;7x18; 9x14)
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Questions
1. What shape is this and what are
the dimensions?

Answers
Cube
S = 6 in

2. What kinds of questions will likely
be asked here?

Find the volume, find area of face
How many vertices, edges, faces
Draw a net
3. What is formula for volume?
V = s•s•s
Where could you find the formula?
Use the reference sheet
4. Estimate the volume of this cube. V = s•s•s
V = 6 in • 6 in • 6 in
Could you use distributive property
V = 36in2 • 6in
to easily and quickly multiply 6 • 36? V ≈ 240 in3

5. What is the area of the front face
of this cube?
6. How many vertices, edges and
faces are in this cube?
7. How many 2in by 2 in by 2 in
cubes would fit inside this?

6 • 36 = 6 • (30 + 6)
(6• 30) + (6•6) = 180 + 36 = 216in3
A = s•s
A = 6in •6in = 36in2
8 vertices, 12 edges, 6 faces
Volume = 216in3
Volume of 2” by 2” by 2” = 8 in3
216in3 ÷ 8in3 = 27 (2x2x2) cubes
Or think 3 by 3 by 3
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Who and what is this problem about?

What is going to be tricky about
solving this?
How would you find out how many
cubes will fit on the bottom layer?

Georgia and her cubes and her box

The small box is not 1 by 1 by 1
You will have to divide the
dimensions by 4.
24 ÷ 4 for the across layer
20÷ 4 for the back layer
6 across and 5 deep = 30 cubes
or (20 x 24) ÷ 16 area of cube

Once you know how many cubes fit
on the bottom layer, how can you
determine how many layers you can
have?

The height of the box is 12 inches
The height of the cube is 4 inches
So there can be 3 layers (of 30 cubes)
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Questions
1. Who and what is this problem
about?
2. What kinds of questions will likely
be asked here?

Answers
Maria and her rectangular prism
Find area of one or all of the faces,
find volume, find other prisms with
same volume, what if the dimensions
were…
On the reference sheet.

3. Where do you find the formulas
for area and volume and surface area
4. Find the area of the shaded face.
A =lw
A = (4cm)(10cm)
A = 40cm2
5. How do you find the volume of this V =lwh
prism? What is the volume?
V = 5cm•4cm•10cm
V = 200cm3
6. Joe had a different prism with the V =lwh
same volume of 200cm3. What could Need 3 numbers that multiply to 200
be the dimensions of his prism?
200 = 10 x 10 x 2
200 = 20 x 5 x 2
200 = 25 x 4 x 2
7. What would happen to the volume The volume would double
of this prism if the height were
V = lwh
doubled?
V = 5•4•10•2
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Questions
1. Who/ what is this problem about?
2. What kinds of questions will likely
be asked here?
3. What do you notice about the
relationship between cm and
squares?
4. What is going to be tricky about
finding the area of this figure?

5. What is the formula for area of a
triangle? (where can you find it?)
6. What is the length of the base of
the triangle in centimeters? What
about the height?
7. What is the total area?

Answers
Mariatu and her figure on grid paper.
Area, perimeter, scale
Each square on the grid paper is 2
cm long and 2 cm wide
Divide it into smaller shapes
(watch out for the triangle)
Label the dimensions carefully,
(use partial sums and subtraction
from wholes)
Be careful about the squares each
one is actually 4 cm2 (2cm by 2 cm)
Area of triangle= ½ bh
Use Formula sheet
Whole side is 20 cm, partial side is 8
20 cm – 8 cm = 12 cm is base
Height = 16cm – 10 cm = 6 cm
Rectangle = 20 • 10 =2002
Triangle = ½ (12•6) = 36 cm2
Total area= 236 cm2
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Questions
1. What is this page showing?

3. Why do they use s for the volume
of a cube and not lwh

Answers
Volume Formulas
Volume is the number of cubic units
inside a 3-dimensional solid
l = length
w = width
h = height
A cube has all the same dimensions
so s (side)is the length of an edge

4. What does a rectangular prism
look like? What are some real world
examples?
5. What information do you need to
be able to use these formulas?
6. What is a real world situation
when you would need to find
volume?

It looks like a box.
Bricks, shoe boxes, desk, drawer,
buildings, refrigerator, mattress…
You need to know the missing
dimensions or the total volume
Cubic feet in an office, parking
garage, building
Packing a box with cubic units

What is volume?
2. What does l w h stand for?
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Questions
What is this sheet showing and
where do you find this sheet?
What is perimeter in your own
words?
What is a real world example of
perimeter?
What do b and h stand for?
Explain in your own words how to
use the formula for the perimeter of
rectangle. Explain why it works.

What is tricky about finding the area
of a parallelogram or a triangle?

Answers
It shows perimeter formulas
It’s on the reference sheet
Perimeter is the distance around
something
Walking around the block
Putting up a fence
Measuring the property line
b= base and h = height
Find the length and multiply by 2
Find the width and multiply by 2
Add these together
It works because there are 2 lengths
and 2 widths and they are the same
distance. You have to add them
together to find the distance around.
You have to make sure to find the
height! In a triangle make sure to
take ½ but not a parallelogram!
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Questions
What is this sheet showing and
where do you find this sheet?
What is area in your own words?
What is a real world example of area?

What do b and h stand for?
Explain in your own words how to
use the formula for the area of
triangle. Why does it work?

Answers
It shows area formulas
It’s on the reference sheet
Area is the space inside a shape
Find the area of a room
Putting tiles on a floor
Covering a wall with wall paper
Wrapping a present
Base and height
Multiply the base and height and then
multiply by ½ or divide by 2.
It works because the area of a
triangle is half the area of a rectangle.
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Questions
1. Who and what does the graph
show?
2. What kinds of questions will likely
be asked here?
3. Describe the pattern/relationship
between bags and pretzels
4. How many pretzels in 8 bags?
How many in ½ bag?
How many in 4 and ½ bags?
5. If there were 100 pretzels, how
many bags?
How many bags for 45 pretzels?
6 Write and equation to find the
number of pretzels (P) in n bags of
pretzels?

Answers
Jared and his pretzels. The graph
shows the relationship between bags
of pretzels and the total number of
pretzels in the bags.
Find number of pretzels or bags
Write a rule/expression
Make in/out table
For each bag there are 10 pretzels
Pretzels goes up by ten as bags
goes up by 1
8 bags = 8 x 10 = 80 pretzels
½ bag = ½ x 10 = 5 pretzels
4 and ½ bags = (4 x 10) + (½ x 10) =
45 pretzels
100 pretzels = 10 bags
think 100 = 10(n)
45 pretzels = 4 and ½ bags
Think bags x 10 equals pretzels so
P = 10n
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Who and what is this about?
What kind of graph is this?
What does the key show?
How would you find the total
number of kids who voted?
What mistake do students make
when they are asked, “which
field trip was most popular?”
And what suggestion can you
give?
Which trip is most popular?
What other questions might be
asked?

Mr. Chang and the class field trip
survey
Double bar graph
The pattern for boys and girls
Add each column. 6 + 7 + 9 + 3 +
2+8+5 +5
They pick the tallest bar. You
need to add the bars together
and see which is highest.
Zoo = 6 + 7 = 13 votes
Museum = 9 + 3 = 12 votes
Difference between two choices
Fraction of votes
Total votes
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Who and what is this about?

Mr. Ortega and the class sibling
survey
What is a sibling?
A brother or sister
What kinds of questions will be Mean, median, mode, range
asked?
How many had 2 or fewer siblings?
What is the mode?
1 sibling
What is the range?
10 – 0 = 10
How do you find the mean?
Add each (0 + 0 +0 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 +
1 + 2 +…._) and divide by 19
How do you find the median?
Find the middle number by
counting over from each end
If the student who had 10
Only the mean would be affected.
siblings changed his answer to Since median is middle number, it
7 siblings, which would be
doesn’t matter is the highest is 10
affected: median, mode, or
or 7, it still is where you start
mean?
counting from.
How many students had 4 or
4 students had 4 or more siblings.
more siblings? Less than 2
8 students had less than 2 siblings.
siblings?
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Questions

Who and what is this problem
about?

Answers

Mr. Smith and how many hours
his students spent reading over a
weekend.

What is this problem likely to ask Find mean, median, range, mode
you to do?
Put data on a line plot
If you were going to make a line
plot, how would you do it?

Make a horizontal line. Then
mark off the line from 0 to 8.
Look at the list above and go in
an organized way and carefully
put an x on the line plot until you
have entered each student.

What is a mistake student’s
might make when making the
line plot. Suggestion

They might not enter all data.
Cross off each number as you
enter it on your plot. When
finished check to make sure you
have all 16 students.
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Questions
1. Who and what is this problem
about?
2. What do the x’s represent? If an x
is on the 11, what does that mean?
What if there are 2 x’s on the 6?

Answers
The number of books Marla’s
classmates read over the summer.
Each x stands for 1 classmate. An x
on a 11 means that 1 classmate read
11 books. 2 x’s on the 6 means that 2
classmates read 6 books each.
3. If everyone was in her survey, how There are 22 people in Marla’s class.
many total people are in her class?
4. How many books did Marla read? Marla read 8 books.
5. How many classmates read books There are 7 x’s above 8.
than Marla?
7 classmates read more than Marla.
6. George is in Marla’s class. Only 4
There are exactly 4 x’s above 9, so
students read more books than him. George must have read 9 books.
How many books did George read?
7. What is the mode for books read? Mode = most frequent data point
7 is most frequent
7 books is the mode.
8. What is the median? How would
Median is middle number.
you find it.
22 students count over to middle.
Median is 8 books.
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